Abū ’l-Walīd Muḥammad b. ʿAbd al-Ḥafīd (the grandson), the “Commentator of Aristotle”, famous in the Mediaeval West under the name of Averroes, scholar of the Qur’ānic sciences and the natural sciences (physics, medicine, biology, astronomy), theologian and philosopher.

I. Life. He was born at Cordova in 520/1126 and died at Marrākush in 595/1198. The Arabic biographical sources are: Ibn al-Abbār, Takmila, BAH, vi, no. 853; Ibn Abū Usaybiʿa, ʿUyūn; al-Anṣārī, supplement to the dictionaries of Ibn Bashkuwāl and of Ibn al-Abbār (notice published in the complete works of Renan, iii, 329); al-Dhahabī, Annales (ibid., 345); ‘Abd al-Wāḥid al-Marrākushī, Muʿdīj. Ibn Rushd belonged to an important Spanish family. His grandfather (d. 520/1126), a Mālikī juris-consult, had been kāḍī and imām of the Great Mosque of Cordova. His father was also a kāḍī. The biographers stress the excellent juridical education of the future Commentator; his teacher was al-Ḥāfīz Abū ʿAbd al-Muḥammad ibn Rizḳ and he became very competent in the science of khilāf (controversies and contradictions in the legal sciences). He learned by heart the Muwattaʿ. Ibn al-Abbār mentions that he studied “a little” with Ibn Bashkuwāl, which implies that he touched on the science of the traditions of the Prophet; but the same author says that the science of law and of the principles (uṣūl), dirāya, interested him more than the science of traditions, riwāya. He worked also on Ashʿārī kalām which he was later to criticize. In medicine, he was the pupil of Abū Djaʿfar Hārūn al-Tadjālī (of Trujillo), who was in addition a teacher of ḥadīth (cf. ʿUyūn). Ibn al-Abbār mentions another of his teachers, Abū Marwān ibn Djarayūl (notice no. 1714), who (he says) was one of the foremost practitioners of his art. The biographers do not mention philosophic studies. Ibn Abū Usaybiʿa limits himself to reporting, following al-Bāḍjī, that Averroes studied “philosophical sciences” (al-ʿulūm al-
In 548/1153, Averroes was at Marrākush. Renan supposes that he was occupied there in carrying out the intentions of the Almohad ‘Abd al-Mu’min “in the building of colleges which he was founding at This time”. It is known, through the Commentary of the De Caelo, that he was engaged there in astronomical observations. It is perhaps to this period of his life that he is referring in the Commentary of book Λ of the Metaphysics, when he speaks of the researches which must be done on the movements of the planets in order to found an astronomy which would be physical and not only mathematical: “I hoped in my youth that it would be possible for me to carry out This research successfully; but now that I am old, I have lost This hope...”. It is possible that he met at this time Ibn Ṭufayl, who was to play an important part in his career as a philosopher by presenting him to Abū Ya’kūb Yūsuf, the successor of ‘Abd al-Mu’min. Al-Marrākushi (Mu’djib, ed. Dozy, 174-5) obtained the account of this interview from a pupil of Ibn Rushd, who reported the actual words of his teacher. The prince questioned Averroes on the sky: is it a substance which has existed from all eternity, or did it have a beginning? (It is known that, ever since Plato’s Timaeus and the De Caelo and the Metaphysics of Aristotle down to Proclus and Johannes Philoponus (Yaḥyā al-Naḥwī), This problem had been fiercely debated). Ibn Rushd was worried by This dangerous question, but Yūsuf understood This and began a discussion with Ibn Ṭufayl, displaying a wide knowledge of the ancient philosophers and of the theologians. Put thus at ease, Ibn Rushd in his turn began to speak and was able to show the extent of his learning. He received rewards and thenceforth enjoyed the prince’s favour. This event may be dated to 1169 or slightly earlier. Al-Marrākushi also tells us that the Commander of the Faithful complained to Ibn Ṭufayl of the obscurity of the texts of Aristotle and of their translations. He wished them to be clearly explained. It is said that Ibn Ṭufayl, considering himself to be too old and too busy, asked Averroes to undertake the work.

Averroes remained in favour throughout the reign of Abū Ya’kūb Yūsuf (558-80/1163-84). In 565/1169, he was kāḍī of Seville (Mu’djib, 222). In a passage in the fourth book of the De partibus animalium, completed in that year, he points out the duties of his post, and the fact that he was separated from his books which remained in Cordova, all things which made difficult the writing of his paraphrase (Munk, 422). In 567/1171, he was back at Cordova, still as kāḍī. During This period he increased his rate of production of commentaries in spite of his numerous obligations: he travelled to various towns of the Almohad empire, in particular to Seville, from which he dates several of his works between 1169 and 1179.

In 578/1182, at Marrākush, he succeeded Ibn Ṭufayl as chief physician to Abū Ya’kūb Yūsuf (Tornberg, Annales Regum Mauritaniae, 182). Then he received the office of chief kāḍī of Cordova.
During the reign of Ya'qūb al-Manṣūr (580-95/1184-99), Ibn Rushd still enjoyed the prince's favour. It was only during the last years (from 1195) that he fell into disgrace. Several stories exist on this matter. It seems that the caliph, at that time engaged in Spain in a war against the Christians, thought it advisable to gain the support of the fūkahāʾ, who had long imposed on the people their rigorous orthodoxy (cf. D. Macdonald, Development of Muslim theology, New York 1903, 255). Indeed, not only was Averroes banished to Lucena, near Cordova, and his doctrine pronounced anathema following his appearance before a tribunal consisting of the chief men of Cordova, but edicts were issued ordering that philosophical works be burned and forbidding these studies, which were considered dangerous to religion. Those who were jealous of Ibn Rushd or doctrinally opposed to him took advantage of the occasion to criticize him in vulgar epigrams, which have been published and translated by Munk (427-8 and 517).

But once he had returned to Marrākush, to a Berber milieu which was less sensitive on matters of doctrine, the caliph repealed all these edicts and summoned the philosopher again to his court. Ibn Rushd did not have long to enjoy this return to favour, since he died in Marrākush on 9 Ṣafar 595/11 December 1198. He was buried there outside the gate of Taghzut. Later his body was taken to Cordova, where the mystic Ibn al-ʿArabī, still a young man, was present at his funeral (cf. H. Corbin, L'imagination créatrice dans le soufisme d'Ibn ʿArabī, 32-8).

II. Works. The chronology of the works of Averroes has been established by M. Alonso (La cronología en las obras de Averroes, in Miscelanea Camillas, i (1943), 411-60). When Ibn Rushd was presented to the caliph Yūsuf, he had already written some paraphrases or short commentaries (djawāmiʿ) on the Organon, the Physics and the Metaphysics, as well as the first redaction of his great medical work, the Colliget (al-Kullīyyat, the Book of Generalities), requesting his friend Abū Marwān Ibn Zuhr to write a book on the “particularities” (al-umūr al-djuzʾiyya, therapeutics), “so that their two works together should form a complete treatise on the art of medicine” (Ibn Abī Uṣaybiʿa). He continued to write the short or middle commentaries (talkhīṣ) between 1169 and 1178. But from 1174 to 1180 was the period in which his original works were produced: “Treatises on the intellect”, De substantia orbis, Faṣl al-makāl, Kashf al-manāḥidj, Tahāfut al-Tahāfut. The great commentaries (tafsīr) did not begin until later. M. Cruz Hernandez (La filosofía árabe, Madrid 1963, 253) has produced a clear outline of the various tendencies which have governed the study of Averroes’s work. Whereas for the Latin schoolmen Averroes is essentially the Commentator: Averroes, che ’l gran commento feo (Dante, Inferno, iv, 144), Renan points out the differences which can exist between the ideas contained in the commentaries and often presented as those of Aristotle, and the personal ideas of the philosopher. ¶ Nevertheless, even where Ibn Rushd marks This distinction, Renan’s attitude is “This may have been only a precaution to allow him to express his philosophical ideas more freely under the cover of someone else” (Oeuvres complètes, iii, 61).

A little later (67), on the subject of the Tahāfut, he claims that “the doctrine set out in it is, on several points, in flagrant contradiction with that of Ibn Rushd”. It is true that he bases his judgement on the Latin version, in which he suspects there are interpolations. For him, as for the followers of Averroes in the Middle Ages, the Arab thinker is the one who revealed in
Aristotle a rationalist method and doctrine, which as such were opposed to religious dogmas. This being so, Renan, following his preconceptions, considers the theological writings as artifices intended to deceive or to provide a challenge to the inquisition of the Mālikī ṣukkāh. An examination of the biography and the work of Averroes shows that This assessment is entirely without foundation. Munk, on his side, has attempted to extract from the commentaries Ibn Rushd's own ideas. Asín Palacios, studying the theological Averroism of St. Thomas Aquinas, considers that the philosopher's personal ideas are to be found in the Tahāfut, the Faṣl and the Kashf. Gauthier takes a middle line; he himself has produced a summing up of the question (La théorie d'Ibn Rochd, 1-18) and, demonstrating the importance of the theory of prophethood, he ends (180-1) by attributing to Ibn Rushd a doctrine fundamentally analogous to that of al-Fārābī on the philosopher and the prophet: “the double expression of one and the same truth, in terms which are abstract and clear on the one hand, in sensitive and symbolic terms on the other, philosophy and religion will thus exist side by side, without ever clashing, since, addressing themselves to two different categories of mind, their fields will remain entirely separate”. Cruz Hernandez concludes his investigation by showing the absurdity of making a priori a choice between the philosopher and the theologian. Since Averroes was never forced to disseminate his ideas, he considers that one must admit the sincerity of the whole work and the fundamental unity of the thought it expresses.

Only a small number of works in Arabic survive. The majority have been preserved only in Latin or Hebrew translations. Some manuscripts give the Arabic text in Hebrew characters. Brockelmann gives (I, 461 f., S I, 833-6, I 2, 664 f.) a list of the manuscripts, editions and translations. M. Bouyges, Note sur les philosophes arabes connus des latins, v, a list of the Arabic texts of Averroes, in MFO, viii/1 (1922), may also be consulted. Among the work” in Arabic which are known so far to have survived are: short or middle commentaries on the Physics (al-Samāʾ al-ṭabīṭī); on the De Caelo et mundo (al-Samāʾ wa l-ʿālam); on the De Generatione et corruptione (al-Kawn wa l-fasād); on the Meteorologica (al-Āthār al-ʿulwiyya); on the De Anima (al-Nafs); on metaphysical questions (Mā baʾd al-ṭabīta); on the De Sensu et Sensibilibus (al-ʿAkl wa l-maʾkūl), the great Commentary on the Metaphysics (Tafsīr ..., ed. M. Bouyges, Beirut 1938-48), the Faṣl al-makāl and the Damīma (ed. with Fr. tr. L. Gauthier, Traité décisif, Algiers 1948, ed. G. F. Hourani, Leiden 1959), the Kashf ʿan manāḥid al-adilla (ed. with German tr., with the Faṣl, by M. J. Müller, Philosophie und Theologie von Averroès, Münich, text 1859, tr. 1875). There should also be mentioned the research and publications of ʿAbd al-Raḥmān Badawi in Cairo.

III. The thought of Averroes. It seems certain that Ibn Rushd approached philosophy through the theoretical sciences. As a jurist, he was interested in the usūl (on This question, see R. Brunschvig, Averroès juriste, in Etudes ... Lévi-Provençal, i, Paris 1962, 35-68). Ibn al-Abbār mentions the important Kitāb Bidāyat al-mudjtaḥid wa-nihāyāt al-muḵtaṣīd fī ʾl-fikh, and adds: “In it he gives the reasons for divergences, demonstrates their motivations and justifies them”. What interested him in law was a strictness of thought which, without going as far as that of philosophical syllogism, entailed a well-defined method of reasoning and a logic. On the other
hand, it is known that he received his first education in philosophy from a physician. At the end of his book on the Generalities (Colliget), he stresses the method followed and writes: “We have assembled, in our propositions, the individual facts and the general questions ... Whoever has grasped the generalities which we have written is capable of understanding what is correct and what is erroneous in the therapeutics of the writers of kūnāṣh” (ʿUyūn). At the time when he was writing the Colliget, Averroes was studying the Organon and the Physics, which naturally led him to formulate the metaphysical problem. He thus saw in Aristotle mainly the logician who follows a strict method of demonstration, the scholar who starts from the concrete in order to explain it by linking it with general propositions. He was to grasp even better the theory of knowledge when writing a commentary on the Posterior Analytics (1170). This approach led him to discover the true Aristotle, and he thus learned to distinguish it from the image of him given by the Greek commentators such as Alexander of Aphrodisias and the Muslim falāsifa such as Ibn Sinā. This is why he criticized so vigorously the philosophy of Ibn Sinā, while respecting the medical work of his predecessor (he wrote a commentary on his medical poem al-Urdūjūza fi ʿl-tibb). Among other philosophers, he was interested in the ideas of al-Fārābī on logic and was inspired by his moral and political doctrines in the commentary which he wrote on Plato’s Republic. But he was chiefly in the tradition of Ibn Badajdja, and wrote a commentary on his Risāla on union with the Intellect and on his book on the “Régime of the solitary”. His relations with Ibn Ṭuḥayl are well known: Ibn Rushd wrote a commentary on Ḥayy b. Yakṣān [q.v.]. There are definite similarities between the two philosophers, but although both recognize the convergence of the two independent attitudes inherent in philosophy and revealed faith, in Ibn Tuḥayl the duality of the persons Ḥayy and Absāl who represent them (This is resolved, at the end of the myth, in a common life devoted to contemplation far from human society) leads to a mystic vision of knowledge, which is not at all to be found in Ibn Rushd, as Renan has clearly pointed out.

A. The theologico-philosophic treatises. It may be considered that they were written in the following order: Faṣl al-maḳāl and its appendix the Ḍamīma, Kashf al-manāḥidj (575/1179, which mentions the Faṣl), Tahāfut al-Tahāfut (which does not mention either of the two preceding works and which, according to Bouyges, was not written before 1180).

(a) The Faṣl al-maḳāl wa-takrīb mā bāyn al-sharīʿa wa ʿl-ḥikma min al-ittīṣāl (“An authoritative treatise and exposition of the convergence which exists between the religious law and philosophy”). Ibn Rushd begins by giving a definition of philosophy entirely in accordance with the Qur’ānic recommendations. He himself quotes verses LIX, 2 and VII, 184, among others. It is a rational view of creation which leads to the knowledge of the Creator. These sacred texts are interpreted as a recommendation to use either purely rational inferences (kiyāṣ ʿaklī), or to use them together with inferences based on the Law (kiyāṣ sharīʿ). Thus the Law establishes the legitimacy of rational speculation (naẓār), whose method reaches perfection with demonstrative syllogism (burhān). Here Averroes was involved in a quarrel among the theologians about the definition of faith and what part it should play in intellectual knowledge. His reply is clear: “The Law imposes an obligation on the believer, since it must be
obeyed when it commands rational speculation about beings: that is, before undertaking rational speculation, to proceed by degrees and to take account of what plays the same part in relation to speculation as instruments do in relation to action”. This is less a fides quaerens intellectum than a perfect faith which embraces rational knowledge. It demands the knowledge of the kiyās ‘aklī, which is indispensable to the true knowledge of God, as it demands also that of the kiyās fīkḥī, thanks to which, in matters of law, it is possible to know exactly the Divine commandments. Nevertheless This obligation is bounded by the intellectual capacity of each person, since God never imposes more than an individual soul is able to carry out.

But Ibn Rushd states that a study of this magnitude cannot be made without taking previous research into account. Thus the pursuit of the above reasoning involves the obligation to examine the works of the ancients (cf. a similar idea developed by Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī in his Mafāṭīḥ al-ghayb, introduction). It is therefore contrary to the Law to forbid such an examination, provided that the person carrying it out possesses dhakāʾ al-fiṭra (a technical term, derived from a Qur’ānic root, to indicate a gift which is given to man of remembering things and recognizing the truth, which may be translated by “a keen sense of the truth”), and al-ʿadāla al-sharʿīyya accompanied by ethical virtue, that is a religious and moral qualification defined by the Law. But not all men accept proof by demonstration: some give their assent ( ṭaṣdīk ) only to dialectical discourses ( al-akāwil al-джадалīyya ), others only to rhetorical discourses ( kḥitābiyya ). God speaks to men through these three types of discourse in order to reach them all (cf. Qur’ān, XVI, 126). If rational research ends in a truth which is not mentioned in the Qur’ān, there is no problem; it is the same as in law (This new comparison with fīkh deserves to be noted), when there are inferred by a juridical syllogism ahkām which are not to be found in the text of the revealed Law. In cases where the Qur’ān does not employ rational demonstration, either it is, in its manifest meaning, in agreement with the conclusion of the syllogism, and there is no difficulty, or else it is in apparent disagreement, and it is then necessary to make an interpretation ( tāʾwil ) of the literal meaning in a figurative ( madjāzī ) meaning, in accordance with the usual practice of the Arabic language. In all This Ibn Rushd’s thought follows the best established categories of Muslim hermeneutics. This, he points out, is what the jurists do; for them it is simply a case of making a text agree with the conclusion of a syllogism of opinion ( kiyās ẓannī ); the tāʾwil of the philosopher has a much stronger title to legitimacy, since it produces an agreement between a text and a syllogism which is certain ( kiyās yakīnī ). Thus there takes place a union between what derives from reason and what derives from tradition ( al-djamaʿ bayn al-maʾkūl wa ’l-mankūl ), and This is the aim of Ibn Rushd. The Qur’ān itself distinguishes the passages which need interpretation from those which are to be accepted ¶ as they stand: on the one hand, the āyāt mutaṣḥābihāt , on the other, the āyāt muḥkamāt (Qur’ān, III, 7), the verses which have several meanings and those which have a clear and precise meaning. The tāʾwil of these ambiguous verses is known only to God Himself and to those who have a solid grounding in scholarship. Ibn Rushd reads This text as a justification of tāʾwil for men of true scholarship (cf. L. Gauthier, La théorie , 59 f., on the two possible readings). To determine what should be interpreted and what should be
Faith involves an assent (taṣdīk) to a representation (taṣawwur). This assent is in response, according to temperament, to a demonstrative, dialectical or rhetorical argument. The representation leads to a grasp of either the thing itself or its image (mithāl). Revelation, being addressed to a larger number, makes very little use of demonstration. It can happen that premises based on opinion may also be certain (yakīna). In this case, and if no term used in the conclusion is understood in a figurative sense (representing the image of the thing), the...
text must be understood literally. But if the conclusion is in figurative terms, then interpretation is necessary. If the premises are based entirely on opinion and if the conclusion affects the things themselves, the premises may be interpreted, but not the conclusion. Finally, if the premises consist only of opinion and the conclusion is figurative, scholars have an obligation to interpret, but the ordinary man may not go beyond the literal meaning. Otherwise, if this case, it would be turning away from the letter a mind which had access to nothing else, and since the text contains only opinions and figurative meanings, it would no longer offer any support to a person unable to find other support elsewhere. Thus his faith would be destroyed.

There is therefore only one truth, and strictly speaking there cannot be two different expressions of one single truth as though it were spoken in two languages, that of reason and that of imagination, for that would only introduce different types of *taṣawwur*. Ibn Rushd's original contribution is to stress thus the importance of adherence to the truth. Men understand it through the ways (ṭuruḳ) which gain their assent; the majority consent to something because of what they themselves are, rather than because of what the thing itself is. Their truth is subjective. Incapable of adopting a rational objective attitude which would govern their personal reactions, they have to have their personal sensibility affected in order to accept what is proposed to them. Consequently it is necessary that the dialectical or rhetorical approaches which they follow should lead them to a representation of the truth, either actual or figurative, which they can accept and adopt, so that their subjective attitude does not lead them into erroneous representations. This is realized in the Qur’an. But going beyond this, scholars, through *ta’wil*, find the way of reason which leads to the understanding of the truth itself. They verify at the same time the agreement of Law and Reason, of religion and philosophy, while the common man profits from this agreement without knowing that it exists. But it is necessary to respect the situation of the ordinary man and not to reveal to him anything of the interpretations. To act in any other way is to give rise to sects, and this was the error in particular of the Mu‘tazila and the Ash‘arīs. The majority of people should be taught only the general methods which the Qur’an has revealed and used for them. The special method which the Holy Book suggests for those who are capable of it should be reserved for scholars. To conclude, the agreement of the *ma‘ḳūl* and the *mankūl* is not that of two formulations, of two expressions, of two equivalent types of representation. It is the fact that different types of mind can arrive at the same truth; it is the practical agreement of two methods in order to arrive at a single practical conclusion, one of them being no more than This, the other based also on a theoretical demonstration and a speculative knowledge. It is thus that, to take an example which is not in Ibn Rushd, the same problem may be solved and the same result arrived at by arithmetic or by algebra, although the arithmetical method, remaining at the level of real intuition, produces a better understanding of the concrete relations between facts than does the algebraic method, consisting of the manipulation of conventional signs.
The Faṣl al-makāl is therefore a treatise on methodology. The problematical element is that of all Muslim thinking: that of the jurisconsults, the grammarians and the Kurānic commentators, and indeed the theologians. Averroes employs the technical vocabulary in use among these scholars. But he very skilfully manipulates all these ideas within a logical framework borrowed from the Greeks, which can later easily be applied to the problems of philosophy: it is the framework of Aristotle's *Organon*, rational demonstration (*Analytics*), dialectical reasoning (*Topics*), rhetorical argument (*Rhetoric* and to a lesser degree *Poetics*), with, discernible at times in the background, allusions to sophistics.

(b) The *Kitāb al-Kashf `an manāhīdī ad-dīllā wa taʿrīf mā wākā'a fīhā bi ḥasb al-taʾwil min al-shubah al-muzayyīfā wa-l-bidāʾ al-muḍīllā* (“Exposition of the methods of demonstration relative to the dogmas of religion, and definition of the equivocations and innovations which appear in them as methods of interpretation and which distort truth or lead into error”). This treatise foreshadows the *Tahāfut* still more clearly than the preceding one, whose general conclusions it evokes in its introduction. Its aim is to show that the theories of the sects satisfy neither the demands of scholarship nor the needs of the common man. It consists of five chapters. The first is devoted to the existence of God; in it the author examines the opinions of the Ḥashwiyya, the Ashʿarīs, the Ṣūfīs and the Muʿtazila. For the first, faith is based entirely on the authority of the Book and owes nothing to reason: a question already dealt with in the *Faṣl*. The Ashʿarīs allow the use of reason but their methods are open to criticism. They prove the existence of God by the contingency of the world, which has come into existence (*muḥdat dīh*). But the agent which brings it into existence (*muḥdith*) must have an eternal existence. Consequently its action is eternal and the effects of it also eternal. In order to escape this consequence, it is not possible to say with these theologians that the action of an eternal being has a beginning in time, since this would presuppose a cause which at first prevented this action from coming about, and then a cause which precipitated it. This cause, in its turn, is either eternal or situated within time. And so the reasoning continues, reminiscent of a similar argument of Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī on *tark* and the *muradādīth*. There follows a criticism based more particularly on the atomism of this school. Averroes disagrees with a thesis which, in order to retain the absolute freedom of God, destroys His wisdom and the regular order of His providence. In addition, the Ashʿarī argument supposes that the universe, in its entirety, is formed in exactly the same way as the sublunary world which surrounds us, which is not proved (*Aristotle gives to heaven and the heavenly bodies a separate situation*). Ibn Rushd also considers time— whether it is created or eternal. This recalls very early discussions which go back to Plato, Aristotle, to middle Platonism (Calvisius Taurus), Philo of Alexandria, Johannes Philoponus (Yaḥyā al-Nahwī; cf. Ernst Behler, *Die Ewigkeit der Welt*; J. Pouilloux and R. Arnaldez, *Philon d'Alexandrie*, *De Aeternitate*, Introduction, translation and notes). He examines critically the argument that the infinite cannot be crossed, which demands a point of first departure if one is to arrive at the present event. This is true for sequences in a straight line, but not for cyclic sequences where an initial point of departure is not apparent. Thus, evaporation is not the first origin of the clouds at any given moment in the sky, since in order to produce evaporation rain is necessary, itself produced by clouds. These clouds therefore stem from other clouds; the very nature of clouds
does not permit the idea of any definitely first clouds. In rectilinear causality on the other hand (man gives birth to man), a point of departure is necessary. Nevertheless, if, in such a line, each cause were merely the instrument of an eternal agent, the present effect would result from the present action of This eternal agent, and it would exist even if This agent had made use of such instruments an infinity of times (cf. the double causality of Spinoza).

Ibn Rushd devotes a special criticism to al-Dījwaynī, accusing him of being unaware of the necessity of that which exists, which leads him to oppose Avicenna's doctrine of the necessary by itself and the possible by itself (which is necessary by another). That which is possible by itself can never become necessary by means of its agent. Another argument of al-Dījwaynī is that the world was created at a certain place within the infinite void; but any one part of the void is the same as another (cf. Leibnitz), therefore a free will is necessary to decide between one place and another. But, Averroes objects, it is essential to prove first that the void exists and that it is infinite and eternal, otherwise another void would be necessary to contain it.

Against the theory of the Sūfis Ibn Rushd admits that mystic training may help in the attainment of rational knowledge, but that it cannot replace it. Regarding the Mu'tazila, he states that he has found none of their books in Spain; he says nothing of them, and passes on to the Kur'ānic proofs. This is argument by means of Providence and by means of the creation of substances (animals, vegetables, heaven). Averroes underlines the generation of the organic starting from the inorganic; there is therefore an agent which gives life (This was to be stated in the Tafsīr of book Λ of the Metaphysics, see below). As for the heavens, they are commanded; it is the Kur'ānic idea of taskhir (sakhkhār Allāh, in many verses). The idea of the divine amr expressing the act of the unmoved Mover which commands without having to move itself was to be taken up again in the Tahāfut. These two types of proof concern the ordinary man, but the scholars give them demonstrative value, and they have a deeper and wider knowledge of the realities on which they base their demonstrations.

In the second chapter he studies the unity of God. The Kur'ān proves it by the unity of the government of the world, a proof which the scholars, and Averroes in particular, take up and go into deeply. The criticism of the Ash'arī reasoning is subtle and technical. It is enough merely to mention it.

The third chapter deals with the attributes of God: knowledge, life, power, will, hearing, sight, speech. Ibn Rushd distinguishes clearly between the Kur'ānic doctrine and the theories of the theologians who raise problems on which the Kur'ān is silent. Thus on knowledge: God knows what He has created, for there exist in creation an order and a wisdom which show that the Creator has knowledge. He must therefore know what will exist, what exists and what will perish. But although the Kur'ān presents God's knowledge in this way, it is related only to man's own experience of knowledge. But for man, the knowledge possessed by the subject who knows is, as has already been mentioned in the Faṣl, the effect of the object known (ma'lūl li 'l-ma'lūm). For the eternal knowledge which is creative, the reverse is true. Thus it is not possible, philosophically speaking, to raise the problem of the knowledge of future
contingents in the same way for both God and man; however, in order to be understood, they have to be discussed in the same terms. There appears in this chapter a certain agnosticism, very Islamic, in particular in the matter of knowing whether the attributes may be reduced to the essence or whether they are added to it, whether they are naṣṣīyya (essential) or maʿnawiyya (qualificative). Ibn Rushd dismisses as irrelevant both Ashʿarīs and Muʿtazila, and criticizes in passing the Christian doctrine of the Trinity (since it is with regard to the attributes that kalām attacks Christianity; cf. al-Bāḵillānī, Tamhīd, and Averroes himself, even in the Tafsīr of the Metaphysics, iii, 1620, 1623). This attitude becomes more firmly established as the treatise proceeds, for example in chapter 4, in the discussion on the corporeality of God, in which, in a surprising way, Ibn Rushd condemns the Muʿtazila for their denial of any corporeality, and the Ashʿarīs for having sought a compromise solution. In fact the ordinary man has no idea at all of an incorporeal being, and these doctrines do not give it to him; he needs to address his prayers to a Being who exists somewhere, and the Qurʾān states that He is in heaven. Therefore it should be taught, with the Revelation, that God is Light, which solves the problem of the vision of God (ruʿya) in the next life. Furthermore, in the same way that light enables colours to be seen but is itself difficult to see, so is God the principle of all sensible experience but nevertheless Himself enveloped in veils of light. But in order to conceive of an incorporeal being, it is necessary first to have an exact knowledge of the soul, which is not possessed by the ordinary man and which is not easy to acquire. The problem of the “direction” (djiha) in which God is found is solved by Ibn Rushd by a skilful use of the Aristotelian theory of place: “the limit of the enveloping body” (τὸ πέρας τοῦ περιέχοντος σώμτος, Physics, IV, 212a6). God, not being enveloped by anything, has no place. But He is in a direction, since direction is indicated by the surfaces of bodies. Thus the enveloping sphere is not in any place, since there is no body outside it, any more than there is a void. Thus the Being which exists in the direction marked by the exterior surface of this sphere will be incorporeal. That is the true demonstration.

The fifth chapter deals with divine actions: creation, the sending of prophets, predestination and divine decree, justice and injustice, the future life. On the creation, in addition to what he has already said about it, Averroes states against the Ashʿarīs that although the world contains contingency, it cannot be contingent as a whole. The liberty of God cannot be that of indifference. Finally the term ḥudūth (coming into existence) is not Qurʾānic and constitutes in itself a bidʿa. On the prophetic mission, Ibn Rushd makes a critical examination of the probative value of miracles and of the iʿdīāz al-Qurʾān. He regards the problem of predestination as “one of the most difficult”. The Qurʾān contains on these verses for and against, and these contradictions are found also in ḥadīth. Both series of texts must be retained: on the one hand human action obviously depends, both for its cause and its execution, on external and internal conditions created by God; but on the other hand, we are the authors of our own acts since “it is evident that God has created in us faculties by means of which we can acquire things which are opposed by nature”, which proves that freedom of choice exists. Here there is involved the question of secondary causes. All causes other than God Himself have no existence, neither they nor their effects, other than through God. The
word “agent” may not be used indiscriminately of God and of other causes. But causes operate, not only because God uses them as instruments, but also because He created them as causes. Furthermore, it can be said that substances and essences have for their cause only God, whereas accidents have other causes. On divine justice, Ibn Rushd agrees with Ashʿarism: it is necessary to believe at the same time both that God is just and that He is the creator of good and evil, in order to avoid any dualism. God created evil with good ends in view: it is by accident that fire, which is good, does harm. On This delicate problem, Averroes does not hesitate to reproduce all the sophistries which creep into the theodicy of all periods. It is true that this is a point on which it is necessary to convince both the ordinary man and the philosophers themselves. This does not mean that God is above the just and the unjust: He is just, but in Himself, and not as a judge is, in the service of others. Finally the future life exists; that is not contrary to reason. It is left to each person to imagine the modalities of it for himself.

This treatise is directed against the doctrines that the theologians, going beyond all sound demonstration, construct upon the Book; against the problems which they raise. The feeling behind it is not, basically, very different from that of al-Ashtarī and al-Ghazālī at the beginning of their careers, they having become theologians rather in spite of themselves, in order to refute the errors which were threatening Islam. But they were wrong; Ibn Rushd considers that the only recourse is to demonstrative knowledge. He condemns theology; the literal meaning of the sacred text seems to him on the whole wiser, even more acceptable to reason, than the theological lucubrations. One would expect that, in distinguishing thus clearly between the common man and the scholars, he would maintain that the arguments and the representations which are in the Qurʾān form a bad diet for the uneducated masses who are incapable of teaching themselves (the doctrine of the double truth of the western Averroists: that which is true for religion is false for philosophy). But This is not so: there exists a religious truth which is true for all men whoever they are. The worst misfortune which could befall them would be to lose their faith. Now philosophy, particularly when dealing with obscure questions, shakes the faith of many men and should be reserved for scholars. But theology, with its uncertain or sophistic arguments, while giving the appearance of adhering to the texts, is still more dangerous, especially because its intention is to elaborate the authentic doctrine in which everyone must believe. Philosophers, in all cases where the system of rational demonstration is not followed, are in the same situation as the ordinary man; they also must adhere to the literal meaning of the Qurʾān and beware of the false explanations of theology.

(c) The Tahāfut al-Tahāfut. In the Faṣl and the Kashf, al-Ghazālī had been very severely handled. In the Tahāfut, the battle against him grows, becomes more definite and leads Ibn Rushd to embrace all the great problems of philosophy. This work combines the results of the paraphrases and of the middle commentaries, as well as all his basic personal ideas on religious questions, the development of which may be traced in the preceding treatises. But in the attack on the Tahāfut al-falāsifa al-Ghazālī is not the only target. Many of the criticisms in his work directed against Avicenna are accepted by Averroes, if not in the form of argument
used by al-Ghazâlî. at least for the correctness of their conclusions. The Tahâfut al-Tahâfut is thus a reconstruction of the true philosophy, that of Aristotle himself, against the false, that of the neo-Platonic falsifi, which distorted the thinking of Aristotle, and against the theological systems. In this sense, it can be said that [Ibn Rushd]'s original philosophical doctrine is to be found in this book.

There is a very precise study of this work in the introduction written by S. van den Bergh to his English translation. The two Muslim thinkers are separated on a fundamental point: in the tradition of his master al-Djuwaynî, al-Ghazâlî does not consider that philosophical reasoning has the strictness of mathematical reasoning, and in the Makâsid, he points out that there exists there a source of error which misleads the unthinking supporters of logic. Aristotle, on the other hand, believes in the value of demonstration, and shows, as he did for the theologians, that it is the neo-Platonic philosophers who lack strictness, but that sound logic should not be accused of this.

A large part of the work of al-Ghazâlî, and thus that of [Ibn Rushd] which follows it, is devoted to the problem of the creation of the world. Averroes' solution is that of an eternal creation. There cannot have existed an empty time which preceded the appearance of the world at a certain moment in it. Time is, according to Aristotle, the numbered number (τὸ ἀριθμοῦμενον) of movement (Physics, IV, 219 b 8). It measures movements only within the limits that movement measures time itself since they are mutual definitions of each other (οὐ μόνον δὲ τὴν κίνησιν τῷ χρόνῳ μετροῦμεν ἄλλα καὶ τῇ κινήσει τὸν χρόνον διὰ τὸ ὀρίζεται ὑπ᾿ ἄλληλων, Physics, IV, 220 b 14-16). But although the time of the movement of the sphere measures the movements within the world, there is no movement outside the sphere which enables time to measure the movement of the sphere. The illusion is therefore one of “aligning”: the revolutions of the sphere in a sort of empty, rectilinear time, which, if it is infinite, cannot be crossed, so that an actual revolution cannot take place. But in reality, each revolution is independent of the others. Each of them depends immediately on the actions of the first agent: “Their sequence is accidental” (para. 20). In the sequences of causes it is necessary that the present effect is the result of all these causes. If they are all infinite, it cannot exist. But it is not necessary for all the past revolutions of the sphere to be added together in order for the present revolution to take place. Thus it can be said that “the circular movements of the past and the future are non-existent” (para. 23). This example shows that in the Tahâfut the ideas already outlined in the earlier treatises are analysed philosophically in a much deeper fashion. He maintains that the creative will in God should not be conceived in relation to our own; it is founded in the excellence of God, separate from the world; the world does not emanate from Him, in continuity with Him; God is not an agent in the way that it is said, at least as an image, that a person “makes” a shadow, his own shadow. The term “will” expresses the method of this action of a perfectly transcendental being. This is why [Ibn Rushd] sees no incongruity in the fact that such a creator produces a multiplicity of beings as the effect of his act; he thus rejects the principle which is the basis of the emanatist doctrines, that the One can give birth only to one.
In ontology, Averroes criticizes with al-Ghazālī Avicenna's conception of the Being necessary in itself (\textit{wādiğib al wudjūd bi-dhātih}). But he goes further: being is that “which is predicated of the ten categories analogically, and it is in This sense that we say of the substance that it exists by itself and of the accident that it exists through its existing in the existent which subsists by itself. As to the existent which has the meaning of the ‘true’, all the categories participate in it in the same way, and the existent which has the meaning of the ‘true’ is something in the mind, namely that a thing is outside the soul in conformity with what it is inside the soul” (303-4). A quiddity, in thought, is only the explanation (\textit{shārīḥ}) of the meaning of a name; and it is only when one knows that This meaning exists outside the soul that one knows that it is a quiddity. It is thus not possible really to separate essence and existence; the distinction is made only in thought. In this lies Avicenna's error. If the being which is possible of itself is pure essence, it exists only in thought. Outside it, it is either an essence which exists, or it is nothing. If it exists, to “add” to it existence so that it shall be has no meaning. If it does not exist, it is obviously not possible to add something to nothing. Thus when Avicenna defines the possible as that which has a cause, it must first be specified what cause is referred to, since apart from the fiction of a cause which would give an existence added to a pure essence, if the idea of the cause enters that of the possible, then either the possible becomes necessary (\textit{darūrī}) (since the cause which makes it necessary forms part of its definition), or else one becomes involved in a tautology: that which has a cause is possible, that is, it has a cause (277), and This line can be followed to infinity. In short, Avicenna destroys the idea of the possible as such, since he makes of it either the necessary, or a simple verbal idea in thought. Averroes admits the existence of the true possible (\textit{mumkin ḥāḳīḳ}), which leads to the necessary possible (\textit{mumkin darūrī)}, by which he implies a necessary reality based on a true possibility, that is on a potentiality. The cause is the agent which translates the potentiality into the actuality. There is no other action than this. God makes actual the potentialities which are in the world. The world in its totality (\textit{bi-asrīḥ}) is not a pure possible which receives existence. It is an organized whole necessary through the interplay of the causes which are its laws, a commandment (\textit{amr}) of God; but everything in it, even the heavens, is organized starting from potentialities (even if only the potentiality of place), and the proof of This is that everything in it is subjected to movement. God is thus really an agent and it is known in what His action consists. Thus it is legitimate to call him Creator, which is not the case with Avicenna's God. The division of being into actuality and potentiality is much more realistic than Avicenna's division into necessary and possible. It follows being itself, since it can claim to belong to the ten categories and explains movements according to these categories. It makes heaven enter into the physical, since it is moved in a circular direction, and it eliminates from it any “intermediary” character, in the mystic sense of the word. The necessary and the possible of Ibn Sinā are vague ideas which set on the one side God and on the other the world, and which can no longer explain, except by imprecise images, the relations between them. They limit the action of God to that which is scarcely action: the unique procession of the first Intellect in its perfect unity of essence. The God of Averroes, a true agent, acts on all beings. E. Gilson, comparing the two Muslim thinkers, writes: “For Averroes, God forms part of the universe. In such a universe, divinity is the metaphysical cause of the
physical order; it is therefore natural that physical science demonstrates in it the existence of
God... Thus conceived, God is included in the world, and the science of God, or metaphysics, is
necessarily the supreme science beyond which no other exists. The universe of Avicenna is
quite different. Avicenna's God is transcendent and situated beyond the moving Intelligences...
the highest of which is his first and only emanation” (Jean Duns Scot, 77). Certainly the God of
Averroes is not the object of a mystic knowledge. He is present in the physical world and He is
the keystone of the arch of the universe. But He is nonetheless transcendent and intelligence
cannot reach to Him in Himself, but simply as creator (the first prime mover). In This sense,
Averroes' thinking conforms completely to Muslim orthodoxy. This God is not quite that of
Aristotle although he is reached by an entirely Aristotelian method. He is not the νόησίς
νοησέως which thinks in and to itself and draws the world to it without being aware of it. Ibn
Rushd considers that although the unmoved mover remains mover and unmoved, it moves by
its own command, as does a king seated on his throne. It has all the Ḵurʾānic attributes. The
attributes are essential and express the richness of the essence: “to suggest... that the essence
cannot be formed by attributes is not correct, since all essence perfects itself (istakmalat)
thanks to the attributes through which it becomes more perfect (akmal) and more eminent”
(328). But these attributes in God are not separated; it is our thinking which distinguishes
them according to what we consider to be one or another of the infinite divine perfections.

On the knowledge which God has of the universe, Ibn Rushd repeats what he has said in his
other treatises. It does not resemble the knowledge which we have of the universal, which is
abstractive and potential. Nor does it resemble the knowledge we have of the particular, which
is perceptible, material and pluralist. But being in action and not potential, it resembles more
closely our knowledge of the particular than our knowledge of the universal. Similarly God's
will does not resemble ours (see above).

There remains the question of the last things. Demonstrative proof can establish spirituality
and immortality only as regards the intellect, since it alone among the faculties of the soul is
indivisible and operates without the need of physical organs. It has been deduced from this
that Averroes did not believe in personal immortality. But this is merely the doctrine which he
extracts from Aristotle in his commentaries. In fact, he says, there is nothing to prove that the
faculties which make use of the physical organs do really weaken at the same time as the
organs do. Although this is not a demonstrative proof, it is at least an open door. Since the
knowledge of the soul remains obscure, it is reasonable to have recourse to revelation. As for
the resurrection of the body, this is not demonstrable. But the speculative virtues cannot do
without the moral virtues. Although the soul is immortal, it will not survive by contemplation
alone but will need those moral virtues which imply the presence of the body. However the
resurrection is not conceived of as the return of life to the earthly body. It is, as the Ḵurʾān says,
a second creation.

B. The Tafsīr of the Metaphysics. Averroes' work ended with the great commentaries. We
therefore now examine the main ideas which, towards the end of his life, he drew from
Aristotle's Metaphysics. Understanding well his thought and his method, he elucidates the
Aristotelian doctrine while expressing his own point of view on it. Among the possible interpretations he chooses that which suits his own ideas. This commentary is a major work. The Arabic translations were bad. Often Ibn Rushd consulted two or three of them. He studied the writers of antiquity: Alexander of Aphrodisias, Themistius, Nicholas of Damascus, Johannes Philoponus. He discusses them and often, by his own inspiration, he improves an accepted version. Even where the incomprehensibility of a text causes him to stray from the original thought of Aristotle, Averroes never strays very far.

The object of metaphysics. This science is concerned with the study of certain words: “His aim in this book is to distinguish the meanings contained in words. In this science a speculative examination is made of them, and these meanings have in it the place which in any art is held by the object (mawḍū‘) of this art. These words are those used according to different points of view with reference to a single thing (Comment. Δ, Introd.). Thus the examination of these words is a part of metaphysics: they bear an analogical meaning which can be discovered only through them, “to such an extent that here the examination of words is of the same order as the examination of the different sorts of objects which the scholar considers to be his own field”. In other sciences, words, having a single meaning, are the immediate signs of objects of experience or of general ideas. In metaphysics, it is true that the words are also signs, but they do not allow their full significance to be grasped; there is nothing which can replace them. The search for the absolute One, the dream of the neo-Platonists, remains for Averroes simply an aim, always in relation to a multiplicity of different aims without which it would be indeterminate. Thus metaphysics must be attached to the fundamental diversity of being, reducible to that of the ten categories. It is because being is always presented in the plurality of the categories that there exists a metaphysical problem of being.

Because of this, metaphysics cannot have the same logical method as the particular sciences, mathematics and physics. The analogy of being, the one, the cause etc. implies an analogical reasoning. Thus, although in one sense it is the First Science which comprehends all the others and takes account of them, it cannot be considered as their source from which they could be unequivocably deduced. Metaphysics itself follows physics, which supplies it with the concrete experience of beings. The object of metaphysics is in fact being as being (al-mawḏūd bi-mā huwa mawḏūd): there is no other science which speculates on this. Mathematics considers being by quantity without asking the question of their existence. Physics considers being as something moved according to the various categories. Metaphysics considers the lawḥik of being (τὰ ὑπάρχοντα τότε καθ’ αὐτό, that is, all which is attached to it in its quality as being), and, Averroes adds, its causes (asbāb). But metaphysics cannot be the science of the totality of causes, because beings do not form one single category and the same is true of causes. This being so, he defines his thinking thus: “Principles, taken in the absolute sense, even although it happens accidentally that certain beings are perceptible and not absolute, must of necessity be sought for beings considered in the absolute sense. These principles are sought for them in so far as they are beings in an absolute sense, not as they are this or that, for example moved ¶ or mathematical” (i, 300). Thus it is by remaining in contact with concrete beings that metaphysics asks the question about their being, that is their
existence. This idea is repeated in a commentary of E (ii, 713). If metaphysics is the science with the noblest (ashraf) object, is it universal and does it apply to many categories? It is not the science of one single category; it therefore has regard for the plurality of categories and a fortiori the plurality of beings. Thus the highest science is not the science of the general, as are the particular sciences. In its universality it reaches all that is in its character most concrete. Universal science is not abstract, and this is where the universal is distinguished from the general. It is thus seen that perfect metaphysics would resemble the knowledge which belongs to God. The philosopher attempts to achieve it without succeeding, because he cannot escape completely from generic ideas and material perception, analogy being only an imperfect method of knowing. But metaphysics will attain its culminating point if, among beings, there exist natures separated from matter (al-ṭabāʾiʿ al-mufārika). These natures are not, like the Platonic Ideas, hypostasized abstract concepts, but realities which are not composed of matter and form. It is right that theology should have as its object a being thus separate, unmoved and eternal. It is above the science of the heavenly bodies, eternal but moved, of which it grasps the cause: “Just as the things of nature are those which have nature included in their definition (kawāl), so the divine things are those which have God and the divine causes included in their definition” (ii, 712). Thus the word θεολογική is translated and understood as al-ilāhiyyāt al-kawl. “Since separate things precede in existence things which are not separate, the science which is first and earliest in existence must be the science of separate things” (ii, 711). But “first in existence, not first in knowledge since the order in teaching begins with the end. This is why This science is called meta-physics” (mā baʿd al-ṭabīʿa, i, 714).

Thus God is not being considered as being, even taken absolutely, since all being, before becoming what it is, is. Nor can the idea of God be drawn from the notion of being considered as being by means of a sort of division. It is therefore by studying concrete beings and their causes in the distribution of the ten categories that metaphysics must begin the search for God, discovering the distinction of matter and form, then of potentiality and actuality, in order to reach a cause which includes neither matter nor potentiality and which is the eternal and unmoved mover. Thus between physics and theology there exists an intermediary metaphysical research at the level of the concrete universality of being considered as being within all beings. It prepares that theology whose object is neither spiritual in the mystic sense nor ideal in the Platonic sense, but truly meta-physical.

It is not surprising therefore that Averroes gives great importance to the accidental in all the phenomena of this world. He realizes with Aristotle that although the world as a whole is necessary, it includes within itself some realities whose existence merely occurs with a greater frequency (akthariyya). This presupposes the existence of realities which occur with a lesser frequency (akalliyya). Without the accident of chance, there would be no frequency greater than another and everything would be necessary. There must therefore exist in this world accidental causes. But if every cause necessarily produces its effect and itself necessarily results from another cause, there would have to exist an eternal and continually existing anniyya which would determine absolutely the production and the disappearance of each being. Appealing to experience, Averroes disagrees with this entirely determinist conception.
No doubt the relation of the cause to the effect is always necessary; but a cause can interfere in a natural process which, as such, is a stranger to its causality. “As for a cause which results in an effect of chance, This is not at all the cause of a natural movement” (ii, 735-6). The result is that the causation of this cause, with regard to the effect produced in the natural process, is without cause. The natural causes are ordered towards a natural end. But the accidental cause, not being naturally directed towards This, is one which produces such an end without its being determined by any cause. Thus fire burns or heats; this is its natural effect. But if it burns a man, its causation intervenes in the natural process of life and destroys it, although the natural end of fire is not to alter the natural processes of life.

Contrary to this is the study of primary substance and of ontological necessity. In a long preamble to the commentary on book Λ, Ibn Rushd re-states the complete rational plan of the work and explains that This book is the actual end of it, the two following containing only the criticism of the philosophy of Ideas and Numbers.

Although he is conversant with the analogy of proportionality (iii, 1552), Ibn Rushd considers in depth the analogy of attribution. He shows that anteriority of a substance is not like that of one number in relation to another, but that it is “the anteriority of a thing to that which is related to it”. Substance is not a universal (This is contrary to Plato). It is divided into perceptible substance, either eternal (sarmadi), the heavens, or corruptible (fāsid), and unmoved and separate substance. Perceptible eternal substance comes into the field of physics (This is contrary to Avicenna): “the metaphysician seeks to discover what are the principles of substance considered as such, and he explains that separate substance is the principle of physical substance; but in order to solve This problem, it is necessary to resort on the one hand to what is explained in book I of the Physics either on generable and corruptible being (i.e. composed of matter and form), or on eternal substance; and on the other hand to that which is explained at the end of book VIII: that the mover of eternal substance is exempt from matter” (iii, 1424). Unmoved substance therefore forms part of metaphysics, but in order to reach an understanding of it, it is necessary to study the changes in moved beings. All generation stems from a being in posse: matter. But the matter of the heavenly bodies, subjected merely to a change of place, is in actuality. Thus the heavenly bodies are neither divisible nor corruptible, contrary to the ideas of Avicenna, who considers that the matter of all the bodies is in posse.

All generation has three causes: the subject (mawdū‘), matter in posse, and the two contraries (diddān) to which it is in posse: the one, on which the definition hangs, is form (sūra), the other is the lack of form (‘adam al-ṣūra). Such are the principles (mabādī) of substance. Neither form nor matter can be generated; all that can be engendered is their union (madjmū‘) under the action of a mover (muḥarrīk); what it moves is matter, that towards which it moves is form. Thus the only thing which is engendered is that which is composed (murakkab).
Ibn Rushd stresses, in criticizing Alexander and Themistius, the question of the “synonymous” or univocal agent (al-muwāṭiʾ); man is born of man. But how to explain the animals which are bred by putrefaction (ʿufūna)? It is explained thus: there are the natural substances which are engendered naturally (This is, what is meant by “univocal generation”), and the accidents which may be produced by nature, art, chance (biʿl-ittifāk) or spontaneity (min tilkāʾ nafsīh, ʿaṭū ṭū ʿaṭūmāṭou). But all generation of natural substance is natural. Thus the animals which are born from putrefaction are natural productions of a synonymous agent and not the products of chance, “since that which is produced by chance is a generation without order (niẓām) and is not an aim pursued by nature”. The efficient natural cause has always a natural finality. Decay has the same power as semen among creatures which reproduce themselves in a line of issue (mutanāsil): like semen it contains a power of forming each animal which is born of it.

Matter is common to all material beings. In this sense “it has the nature of something universal”. But if this were really the case, it would have a form and would be made one by the form. How, being one in number, can it exist in a plurality? It is possible only because it is in posse. When the individual differences (al-fuṣūl al-shakhṣīyya) which give existence to numerical multiplicity are removed, it is said of matter that it is one, and thus that it is common to many things. But it is not called common because it has a common form, as is the case with the category (cf. iii, p. 1473). Unity by form comes from the fact that several concrete beings, numerically distinct, form one same species or one same category. “The community (istīrāk) which the intelligence recognizes in the common forms has an existence in posse outside the soul. That which the intelligence recognizes in matter is pure nothingness, since it is included only by the negation which withdraws from it individual form. But since matter has no existence outside the soul, in so far as it is conceived of as common to the totality of the generables and of the corruptibles ..., that by means of which it is matter distinct from nothingness and existing outside the soul, is reduced to the fact that it is a subject (substratum) of the perceptible individual which may be seen but is not understood” (p. 1473-4). In short, what makes Zayd exist is not the fact that the intelligible form of the man is shared by common matter: This form and This matter are only thought, and from their encounter, which is that of a universal positive (form) and a universal negative (matter), it having existence only in the soul, there cannot result, outside the soul, This concrete and individual reality which is Zayd. Properly speaking, the creation of an individual takes place neither through matter nor through form. As has been clearly said by M. Cruz Hernandez: “la materia y la forma no poseen per se actividad motora, ni autoprincipio de transformación alguna”. What exists is the individual form in a particular subject, and that which engenders a particular is a particular. Ibn Rushd disagrees here with Themistius, who believed that, in generation, the form was created (for him the generation of animals by putrefaction was a proof of This since, he asked, where did the form of these animals come from?). The substantial form would thus be separate and come from without; there would be a dator formarum (wāhib al-ṣuwar) which would be the agent intellect (al-ʾaḵl al-faʿāl). This was also the doctrine of Avicenna, based on the following argument: “there are no active powers in matter except the four qualities, hot, cold, dry and wet. These qualities produce what is similar
Ibn Rushd’s thesis is that “the agent produces only the composite result of matter and form, and This by setting matter in motion and changing it so that that within it which is in posse to the form passes into actuality”.

As for the agent, Averroes criticizes the theologians who admit only one single efficient cause and who deny secondary causes. This is because they think that all action is creation ex nihilo, and when they see a mover act on a mobile thing, they ask which of them creates the movement. But this is not the question; the true agent is that which causes a subject to pass from potentiality to actuality, and it is in this sense only that it is said that it unites matter and form. The forms exist in posse in primary matter and in action in the prime mover, rather in the sense in which it is said that the object of art exists in actuality within the soul of the artist.

The moved movers are thus really agents which have their own natural action. This being so, it is necessary to find not only what moves them but what co-ordinates them. There exists a real and universal movement, that of the sphere, which gives continuity and perenniality (al-ittisāl wa ’l-azaliyya) to all the movements of the world. As for the sphere and the heavenly bodies, they are moved by the desire inspired in them by the first unmoved mover, “because they understand of themselves that their perfection and their substance are only in movement... and also that their movement is the cause of the passage into actuality of what is in posse in the separate forms, i.e., the material forms” (iii, p. 1595). In fact, although the forms are in action in the prime mover and in posse in matter, as has been seen above, it must be stated that the reverse is true in connexion with the concrete realization of material beings: “one has the impression (yushabbahu) that they have two existences: the one in action, which is material existence, and the other in posse, which is their existence as separate forms” (ibid.). This was the theory of the supporters of the Platonic Ideas, but they fell short of the truth, since the separate forms in themselves are not movers: they are found in the Prime Mover which draws all beings to them and through them. The first end of the movement of the heavens is their own perfection, and it is in consequence of (tābiʿ) its search for This that in the second place it ensures This passage of material beings from potentiality to action. “Thus he who performs exercise to preserve his health by practising an art, has as his main aim the preservation of health, and as a secondary aim the practice of This art” (1596).

On the Intellect, Ibn Rushd takes his stand against Alexander, who considered that the material intellect was generated and corruptible, which presents insoluble problems in the matter of intellectual knowledge. Ibn Rushd takes up a thesis which he attributes to Theophrastus, Themistius and the majority of the Peripatetic philosophers: the material intellect exists and the separate agent Intellect is as the form in the material intellect. But he states this more clearly by referring to what he has said in the De Anima. The material intellect is in itself generable and corruptible (Bouyges, 1489; the Latin translations add a negative: non est generabilis et corruptibilis.) The habitual intellect (bi ’l-malaka/habitu/ἐξετ), which holds at our disposition the knowledge of the intelligibles, has a generable and a
corruptible part; the corruptible is its action; but in itself it is incorruptible. It comes to us from without (min kāridj /θυράθεν) and is not generated; This is why the intellect in posse is for it like a place (makān) and not like a material thing. If this intellect, in so far as it must unite with the material intellect, had an action which was not generable, its action would be its essence and there would be nothing in it which constrained it to unite with the material intellect. But since it does unite with it, its action in so far as it unites is not its substance. The action which it produces is not for the benefit of itself, but of another. So it is possible for an eternal being to give to a generable and corruptible being the power to understand. When human perfection is achieved, this intellect sheds all potentiality, and of necessity its action, which is not its itself, is reduced to nothing. So, either we no longer understand at all through this intellect, or we understand through it, in the sense that its action is reduced, in this state, to its substance. Ibn Rushd shows that the second case is the true one (cf. iii, 1489-90). The question is a difficult one. It seems that Averroes considered the habitual intellect to be the way in which the agent Intellect is present in us, that is, in that part of our soul which is the material intellect. Its action in us has a beginning and an end; like acquired knowledge in the scholar, it is not continually in use. It is therefore, from this point of view, connected with the psychological reality of the feelings, of the imagination, of the memory, and of the will. But when used to perfection, it no longer needs the instruments of the soul: it turns back on itself and in itself in its own action, in which it is identical with the intelligible which it thinks. In this perfection of our intellection we understand through the agent Intellect itself, that is through the action which substantially constitutes it. This is what has led to the statement that our individuality disappears. We have seen the modifications which Averroes introduces into this doctrine, which he considers as being that of Aristotle, without altering it in its demonstrative value: since although all that is demonstrated is true, that which is not demonstrable is not necessarily false.

A general study of the thought of Averroes would have to be based on the texts preserved in Latin or Hebrew. This article has been limited to the main works surviving in Arabic. A Latin Averroes, given the slight variations in emphasis which translations always give to the original work, could be quite different on certain details. A complete and meticulous study on this point would be desirable, but it would be a long and difficult task.

There should however finally be mentioned the commentary on the Republic which has survived in Hebrew (ed. with introd., tr., and notes by E. I. J. Rosenthal, Averroes' Commentary on Plato's Republic, Cambridge 1956). Ibn Rushd did not know the Politics of Aristotle; Plato takes its place. “the two works — Nichomachean Ethics and Republic—form two complementary parts of the same science of Politics, as Averroes stated himself”. Averroes' social awareness appears here in his ideal of a perfect city, the image of the world; he makes frequent use of al-Fārābī; he transposes in a very interesting fashion the Greek institutions into Muslim realities, as, in the Poetics, he transposed the Greek literary genres; finally he makes many allusions or applications to Muslim public law and to the situation of the Almohad empire compared with the Almoravids.
Ibn Rus̲h̲d had few disciples in Islam. His great fame among the Western schoolmen is well known. Renan, followed by many others, claimed that Ibn Rus̲h̲d's thinking contained nothing original. This is because he deliberately belittled the religious and juridical works. In a general way, he committed an error of appreciation which was to remain a blind spot with the historians of “Arab” thought, who have seen the falāsīfa as nothing more than the heirs of Greece. If one considers the whole corpus of Ibn Rus̲h̲d's works and the unity of his wide thought, it becomes apparent that the “Commentator” was a true philosopher.
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